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  Determinants of growth 

• Long run (20-30 years) 
    - Total factor productivity growth 
    - Capital stock growth 
 

• Short run (year to year) 
- aggregate demand and degree of resource utilisation 

• Medium term (10 years) 
- Functioning of the labour market and equilibrium 
   employment 
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 Figure 6-5:  Annual Hours Worked per Employed Person 
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 Figure 6-1:  Unemployment in Europe  
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EEAG Report 2007

Fig. 4.6
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Fig. 4.13
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Fig. 4.14
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Causes of unemployment 
 

1. Insufficient demand – the Keynesian view 

- Cyclical unemployment 
 

2. A badly functioning labour market – the neoclassical view 

- equilibrium rate of unemployment 

- natural rate of unemployment 

- NAIRU (non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment), i.e. the unemployment rate 

consistent with stable inflation 

- NAWRU (non-accelerating wage rate of unemployment), i.e. the unemployment rate 

consistent with stable nominal wage growth 

- structural unemployment 

- frictional unemployment 
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 Figure 6-2:  The Transitions Between Employment and Unemployment  
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Unemployment and labour market flows 
 
U = the number of unemployed 

E = the number of employed 

L = labour force 

s = probability of separation (the fraction of the employed 

      separated from their jobs) 

f = probability of job finding (the fraction of the unemployed  

     who find a job) 

 

Steady state 

• Constant employment and constant unemployment from 

period to period 
 

Inflow into employment = Outflow from employment 

Outflow from unemployment = Inflow into unemployment 

 

fU = sE 

f ⋅ U = s ⋅ (L – U) 

f ⋅ U/L = s ⋅ (1 – U/L) 

U/L = s/(s + f) 

 

Unemployment rate = probability of separation/ (probability of 

separation + probability of job finding) 
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U/L = s/(s + f) 

s = 0,01, f = 0,20 ⇒ U/L = 0,01/0,21 ≈ 0,05 

 

Unemployment rises if the outlow from employment (s) 

increases or the outflow from unemployment (f) decreases 

 

s = 0,02, f = 0,20 ⇒ U/L = 0,02/0,22 ≈ 0,09 

s = 0,01, f = 0,10 ⇒ U/L = 0,01/0,11 ≈ 0,09 

 

f could fall because the fraction of long-term unemployed 

increases and because their job finding probability is lower 

than that of short-term unemployed   

 – persistence – hysteresis
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Why are job-finding rates lower for the long-term 
unemployed 
 

 
• Discouraged worker effect  

• Lower productivity because of cumulative loss of human 

capital during period of unemployment  

• Statistical discrimination on the part of employers (on 

average the long-term unemployed are less productive) 
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Figure 2: Unemployment and programme participation (1963-2004 (shares of labour force) 
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     Unemployment insurance and unemployment 
 
• Increase in welfare from generous unemployment 

insurance because incomes are smoothed over time 

• But generous unemployment insurance also raises 

equilibrium unemployment 

- weaker job search incentives 

- higher reservation wages on the part of the unemployed 

- productivity and thus also the wage may be low on a new 

job: this may result in a very high effective replacement 

rate (benefit relative to the wage on a new job)  

• Ample empirical evidence that a more generous 

unemployment insurance causes longer duration of 

unemployment 

- elasticity of 0.5 

• But the requirements on the unemployed are important 

- when must an unemployed be ready to change 

profession? 

- geographical search area? 

- sanctions if job offers are not accepted 
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Active labour market policy in Sweden 

• Job brokering and job search assistance 

• Labour market education 

• Subsidised employment 

 

The efficiency of active labour market policy 
 

• Labour market education did not work well in the 1990s: 

no higher job-finding probabilities for participants than for 

openly unemployed 

- very large volumes 

- requalification for unemployment benefits 

- no expanding sectors 
 

• Better results in recent years 

• Some – but not all – types of subsidised employment have 

resulted in high job-finding probabilities  

• Large crowding-out effects on regular employment of 

subsidised employment: often 60-70 %  
 

• Results have been particularly bad for young people 
 

• Programme participation appears to have reduced open 

unemployment at the same time as they have reduced 

regular employment  
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 Figure 6-3:  Real-Wage Rigidity Leads to Job Rationing  
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Causes of real-wage rigidity 

1. Legal minimum wages 

2. Employers set high wages 

3.  Collective agreements 
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Legal minimum wages 

• Not in Sweden 

• France, the US and the UK 

 

Effects 

• Higher unemployment if the minimum wage exceeds the 

productivity of marginal groups 

• This may affect particularly young people and 

immigrants (France) 

• But a minimum wage could also raise employment (if it is 

held back by low supply) 
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Figure 6-4: The Minimum Wage in the US and Eight European Countries 2005 
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Efficiency wages 

It may be optimal for an employer to pay a higher wage than 

the market equilibrium wage  

• Higher wages increase the wage bill, which tends to 

reduce profits  

• But there are also revenues from a higher wage for an 

employer 

- Reduced labour turnover and thus lower hiring costs  

- An incentive for the most productive labour to stay on 

- Higher work morale and thus productivity (the wage 

relative to reference wage determined by various 

norms is important) 
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Collective agreements and trade unions 
 

• High union density and high coverage of collective 

agreements tend to raise wages and lower employment  
 

• A high degree of coordination of wage negotiations 

promotes wage moderation and thus employment 

(Norway, Finland, the Netherlands, Ireland, Belgium and 

to some extent Sweden)  

- total economy effects are considered 
 

• Decentralised wage bargaining to the level of the firm 

may also promote wage moderation (US, UK, New 

Zealand, Australia, most of the new EU members) 

- competitive pressures to hold back wages 
 

• Industry bargaining without coordination may result in 

the highest real wages (Sweden in the 1980s and 1990s) 

- neither total economy considerations nor competitive 

pressures at the firm level 
 

• Sweden 

- industry bargaining 

- coordination through ”Industrins samarbetsavtal” 

- high minimum wages in collective agreements 
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Determination of equilibrium 
employment   

• Intersection between wage-setting schedule and 
      labour-demand (price-setting) schedule 
 

• The wage-setting schedule shows the real wage that
      wage setters try to achieve in wage bargaining at 
      various levels of employment  
 

• The labour-demand schedule shows the 
      employment desired by firms at various real wage 
      levels  
 

• Equilbrium employment rises if: 
    - the wage-setting schedule is shifted downwards 
    - the labour-demand schedule is shifted upwards 
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 Determinants of equilibrium employment 

 Unemployment benefit replacement rate/maximum 
     unemployment benefit duration (WS) 
 Tax wedge (income tax: WS; payroll tax: PS) 
 Union density/coverage of collective agreements  

     (WS) 
 Degree of wage bargaining coordination (WS) 
 ALMPs (WS, PS) 
 Product market regulations (WS, PS) 
 But not extent of employment protection  
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Recent labour market reforms in Sweden 
 Cuts in unemployment benefits 

- lower ceiling 
- gradual reduction over time from 80 to 65 % 
- faster reduction for young people 
- not eligibility through university studies 

 Increase and differentiation of contributions to 
       unemployment insurance 

 Tougher search requirements for the unemployed 
 Reforms of ALMPs 

        - lower volumes 
        - start-up jobs (nystartjobb) instead of ”anställningsstöd” 
        - more competition and changes in organisation 

 Employment income tax credits 
 Lower payroll taxes for young people 
 Income tax deductions for household-related services 
 Reforms of sickness insurance 

     - lower benefits 
- tougher requirements 
- earlier interventions 
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Swedish Fiscal Policy Council evaluation of the government’s 
labour market reforms 
 

• Lower unemployment benefits and employment tax credit 
 
• Effects come with a long lag 

 
• Reduction of equilibrium unemployment by at least one 

percentage point 
- effects on both outflows from unemployment and wage levels 
- lower benefits: lower unemployment and lower labour supply 
- employment tax credit: lower unemployment and higher  

labour supply 
- net: larger effects on employment than on unemployment 
 

• Higher and differentiated unemployment insurance 
contributions  
- differentiated contributions provide stronger incentives for 

wage restraint 
- but higher contributions (for the employed) counteract the 

employment tax credit 
- main effect: reduction in unemployment insurance fund 

membership 
- unsatisfactory protection for those with high unemployment 

risk who have left 
- those with low unemployment risk who have left no longer 

contribute to the financing 
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